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Controlling Ireland

Martin McGuinness is a former Provisional IRA (Irish Republican Army) Leader, offering up a 
Masonic Handshake with Queen Elisabeth. EVERYTHING is set up to play their Divide and 
Conquer Games

THE GUINNESS FAMILIES, HENNESSY & BAILEYS
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The Guinness family he is a powerful Anglo-Irish lineage. They own the Guinness beer 
company, were members of the UK Parliament, and also bankers who established the 
Guinness Mahon Bank, which they later sold. The Guinness beer business was involved 
in the manipulation of the stock market known as fraud in the exchange of Guinness 
shares, however, only executives were arrested and not family owners. J. Rothschild 
Holdings was involved in insider trading, but we’re not charged with any crime. The 
Guinness family has married the Furstenberg and Rothschild families and does business 
with the British Rothschild branch. 


Jonathan Guinness is a British colleague and worked as a banker.


Patrick Guinness;  is a Catholic Knight of Saint Lazarus and has a right to the title of 
Kingdom of Jerusalem that makes him of a high level. Some of the Guinness family 
members are serving Irish Catholic lineages who serve Rome while doing business in 
London and appear as Protestants and Anglicans.


The Guinness Association is one of the largest providers of affordable housing and care in 
England. As of 2014, the Alliance owns and manages around 65,500 households and 
provides services to more than 135,000 people. The Association employs more than 
3,000 employees.


Guinness Trust was founded in 1890 by Edward Guinness, 1st Earl of Iveagh.


On February 17, 2000, the Moriarty Court learned that in the late 1980s, Cayman Bank 
had  £70 million deposited with Guinness Mahon Bank, the London parent of Guinness & 
Mahon Bank, Dublin.


The entire plan was the work of the late Mr. Traynor, two Cayman bankers, Mr. John 
Collins and the late Mr. John Furze, and Mr. Traynor's assistants in Dublin, Mr. Padraig 
Collery and Mrs. Joan Williams. Caring for his private clients was one of Mr. Traynor's 
main roles in the bank, and the entire offshore network established after his arrival at the 
bank was “ his baby ”, according to former Guinness & Mahon executive Mr. Martin 
Keane.


In addition to friends and associates of the late Mr. Traynor, the system was also used by 
Frederico and Andrés Pruna, two Florida-based drug dealers.
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Patrick Guinness;  is a Catholic Knight of Saint Lazarus and has a right to the title of 
Kingdom of Jerusalem that makes him of a high level. Some of the Guinness family 
members are serving Irish Catholic lineages who serve Rome while doing business in 
London and appear as Protestants and Anglicans.
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Desmond Guinness is a top authority in Ireland. The Guinness family owned Guinness Mahon 
bank and they also married with the Rothschild banking family and German House of 
Hohenzollern. The Guinness family are a top Irish bankers and top authorities in Ireland. 

The Honorable Desmond Walter Guinness ( born September 8, 1931, ) is an author Anglo-Irish 
about art and architecture Georgian and a conservationist. He is the second son of the author and 
brewer Bryan Guinness, second baron Moyne and Diana Mitford ( later Lady Mosley ). Was 
educated in Eton, Gordonstoun Christ Church, Oxford .
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Daphne Diana Joan Susanna Guinness ( born November 9, 1967 ) is a British and Irish heiress, 
socialite, fashion designer, art collector, model, music, film producer, and actress. She is a direct 
descendant of the Irish brewer Arthur Guinness from the 18th century.
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Arthur Edward Rory Guinness, the fourth Earl of Iveagh, is a billionaire and the highest authority in 
Ireland. Lord Iveagh, Ned to his friends, is a son of the Guinness family, a former member of the 
House of Lords, and a great knight. Lord Iveagh or Edward, as we should refer to him from now on, 
runs Elveden, a 23,000 acre farm in the north of the county that is a major agricultural company, 
but it also has a thriving cafe / restaurant, food and gift shops, and a newly opened pub.
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Mitford sisters are also related to Charles II and to Medici
One of them married Duke of Cavendish and so far every Cavendish is Knight of Garter and are  
shareholders of Bank of England.
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Patrick Desmond Carl Alexander Guinness, KCEG KLJ ( born August 1, 1956, in Dublin ) 
is an Irish historian and author and one of the heirs of the business dynasty Guinness Son 
of Desmond Guinness and Marie-Gabrielle von Urach, was educated in the Winchester 
College and the Trinity College Dublin, He is a financial analyst, Previously represented 
Sotheby’s in Ireland.
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Baron Jonathan Guinness with Daphne Guinness. Jonathan Guinness, 3d Baron Moyne 
at 80 years old is dedicated to doing yoga.
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Hugo Guinness. 

Daphne Guinness with Edward Spencer-Churchill.

Valentine Guinness with his ex-wife Lulu Guinness.
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The Hennessy family is an even more powerful Irish Illuminati bloodline.


The Hennessy cognac distillery was founded by Richard Hennessy, an Irish officer who 
served in Louis XV's army.


The banker Edward L. Hennessy Jr. He was financial advisor to the Vatican, Roman 
Knight of Malta, Papal Knight of the Equestrian Order of the Holy Sepulchre, and 
Pontifical Knight of the Order of Saint Gregory. 


Edward Hennessy Jr. a high-level Vatican banker and businessman. He was also director 
of Lockheed Martin, Traveler’s Insurance Company, Automatic Data Processing, New York 
Stock Exchange, Union Texas Petroleum Corporation, United Way of Tri-State, Coast 
Guard Academy Foundation, Inc., DNA Plant Technology Corporation, the National 
Manufacturers Association, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and the Export-Import 
Bank of the United States.
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John Hennessy created the well-known Hennessy Performance Engineering in Texas. 


John Leroy Hennessy, is called the “ Silicon Valley Godfather ” and is a board member of 
Google, Cisco Systems, and Atheros Communications. He was also president of Stanford 
University. John Pope Hennessy He was a British and Irish politician who was Governor 
of Hong Kong during the British government.




THE HENNESSY FAMILY WEAPON, THE  WEAPONS ARMÉE  BECOMES THE MARK 
SYMBOL.


The iconic fist that grabs an ax refers to the 12-year career of founder Richard 
Hennessy's army with the French, earning him French citizenship.
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Jean Hennessy He was a French politician descended from the branch that created 
Hennessy Cognac and also part of a French political dynasty.


The Hennessy family owns Jas Hennessy & Co, which is the largest producer of Cognac 
in the world. They merged their Cognac businesses with Moet et Chandon champagne 
and created Moet Hennessy and Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton, which is directed by 
Bernard Arnault than worth around 80 billion. Bernard Arnault does business in London 
with Diageo, which partly owns LVMH and Hennessy and also produces Guinness from 
London. Bernard Arnault He has to be a Knight of the British Empire so he can do 
business in London. Bernard Arnault serves the House of Bonaparte as Grand Officer of 
the French Legion of Honour which was established by the still existing House of 
Bonaparte who work serving Rome. 

The Bailey Family 

The Bailey family is another Anglo-Irish Illuminati bloodline involved in British banking, as 
well as a political family in the United States and the United Kingdom. 

The Bailey family hold British peerage like Glanusk Barons.
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Anthony John James Bailey, is a Knight of the Order of the Bath and worked for Her 
Majesty's Treasury. There are dozens of British and American politicians by the name of 
Bailey through the centuries.


Baileys Irish Cream is a popular cream liquor owned by Diageo, which was created in part 
and owned by Guinness. Mansfield Brewery was an English brewery established by 
William Edward Bailey and was bought by Marston’s Brewery, which has more than 1,700 
pubs in the UK, with annual earnings of more than 20 million.  
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Andrew John Bailey ( born March 30, 1959, ) is a British central banker, who was Deputy 
Governor of the Bank of England from April 2013 to July 2016. He is the cashier of the 
Bank of England and is currently the executive director of the Financial Conduct Authority.

On the recommendation of Chancellor of Finance, Sajid Javid, Bailey will take over of 
Governor of the Bank of England, with its beginning term on March 17, 2020.


David Jackson and Lillian Amanda ( Pierce ) Bailey family reunion around 1944 :


Helen Slocum, Josephine Bailey, Verna Bailey, Lillian Bailey, ( Grandma ), David Jackson 
Bailey, Lydia Bailey, Gladys Bailey, Meda ( Bailey ) Slocum, Helen Slocum’s son.
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